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Introduction : These PROMs are intended to be used as an aid in finding

hardware problems in Options 5 , 22 , 23 , 40 & 41 .
The following write-up

will briefly describe each test , including operating procedures and some

troubleshooting hints .

General Description : The PROMs must be installed in sockets Ul and U15

on the processor board ; with the 156-0708-48 in Ul and the 156-0708-47

in U15 . RAM must be available in socket U35 and U41 in order for the

tests to run properly .

The program resides from F800 to FFFF . When the terminal is first

turned on , the Processor will not start to run until the Page Key is

depressed . After power up ( and Page key is depressed ) or a Reset is

performed , the test program looks at the LOCAL/LINE switch , and loops.

until it is found in the Line position.

The program then examines the break key and if it is not depressed begins

the initial RAM test . This test checks RAM from 0402 to 0800 (sockets

U35 and U41 ) . The reason being that this memory space (0400 to $47F ) is

used later in the test program for variable and stack storage , therefore

it cannot be tested in the standard RAM test . While this initial RAM test

is running , LED 1 should be on. If an error is found LED 1 will be turned

off and the address of the bad memory location printed on the screen if

possible . LED 1 will then blink at approximately a 1Hz rate as an error

indication . Normal completion of the initial RAM test is indicated when

the screen is erased and the selection menu printed .

If the break key is depressed at the time of the reset , the initial RAM

test is skipped and the terminal goes directly to the menu section . This

feature is useful if the operator has a program or other data stored in

RAM (see MEM EXAM test ) , and does not want it destroyed . Note that the

RESET is not initiated until the Shift and Reset keys are released , once.

released the program looks at the break key to see if it is depressed .

For this reason you must continue to hold the Break key after Shift and

Reset are released , if you wish to go directly to the menu section .

After printing the menu , the program will prompt you for input with "? " .

Enter a number ( 1-8) corresponding to the test you wish to run . See

specific test procedures for further instructions and test description.

Troubleshooting Hints : If problems are encountered in the initial pro

cedures listed above , the hints listed below should aid the operator in

isolation of the problem .

Note that LED condition may not match the description listed below if

terminal options utilize them in normal operation .

When the terminal is turned on , before the Page key is first struck , LED 1

and 2 should be off . If either LED comes on or the terminal screen starts

paging continuously , check U291 pin 8 and the RESET line to the M6800
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(U311 pin 40) . U391 pin 8 should be high and U311 pin 40 low . Also

check the clock signals and 02 (U311 pins 3 and 36 ) for proper timing .
If all the above signals are correct . and symptoms persist , replace the
M6800 .

When the screen is fully flooded , make sure the LOCAL /LINE switch is on

LINE and press the Page key . LED 1 should come ON . If not , check 6800

člocks , reset line and ROM chip selects . Make sure the test PROMs are

plugged into sockets U1 and U15 correctly . Check address and data lines.

for stuck bits . Check cable connector orientation .

If LED 1 comes on , wait approximately 15 seconds . The terminal screen

should erase and the test program MENU printed . LED 1 should go OFF
and LED 2 come ON . If the terminal screen does not erase , but the MENU

is printed , check the decoding for and output of U155 . Also check

terminal bus driver for PAGE signal . If the MENU is not printed , check

minibus data timing circuitry U465 and associated logic .

If LED 1 blinks at a 1 Hz rate , replace RAM chips U35 and U41 , then re

peat the test procedure . If LED 1 still blinks , check for bent pins.
on the RAMS and RAM address decoding logic operation .

Switch the LOCAL/LINE switch to LOCAL and press SHIFT RESET . Both
LEDS should be off . If not , check data input multiplexer U141 . Press
the LOCAL/LINE switch to LINE ; LED 1 should come on . If not , again check
U141 and associated decoding circuitry.

For testing purposes , a jumper between J62-7 ( HALT ) and ground will allow

the address bits to be manipulated by selective grounding of the outputs
of U115 , U121 and U125. When the HALT line is grounded , all address lines

should be tri - stated , and pulled high . If problems are being experienced
in getting the initial segment of the test to run correctly , it is easier
to isolate address and data problems with the connector to J51 removed .

Press SHIFT RESET , and BREAK simultaneously . The terminal screen should

erase , and the test program MENU printed immediately . If not , check to

see if BREAK gets through input multiplexer U351 .

Once you have made it this far in the test procedure and everything has

worked correctly , the processor card is guaranteed to be at least 90%
functional .

MENU appears as follows :

1 ROM CHKSUM

2 RAM Test

3- COMM Test (Opt . 22 )

CMOS Test4

5 EXER

6- MEM EXAM

7 - COMM Test (Opt . 40)

8 Opt . 5 Test

2



TEST 1. ROM CHKSUM

Purpose: This routine gives the user the ability to verify ROM memory

contents by computing checksums .

Operation : The ROM CHECKSUM routine computes a sixteen bit checksum with

end around carry from the contents of memory between two user specified

addresses . By inputting specific address limits listed in the appendix of

this manual and comparing the results with the correct checksums also

listed , the user has a means of detecting failure in ROM memory.

Procedure : When selected , the ROM CHECKSUM routine responds as follows :

-ROM CHKSUM

H

The user must then enter the HIGH (H ) and LOW ( L ) address limits (in

hexadecimal ) for the checksum calculation . The checksum is computed

starting with the contents of the low address , adding all the data bytes

up to but not including the contents of the high address .

For each address exactly four digits must be entered . If more or less.

than four digits are entered , the input will be ignored and the prompt

for the current input ( H or L ) reprinted . The prompt for input will also

be reprinted any time an involid hex character is inputed . A successful

entry consists of four valid hex digits plus a carriage return "CR " .

The entire exchange should appear as shown in the box below :

?-ROM CHKSUM

H-XXXX

L-YYYY

NNNN

?

XXXX = User input high address in hex

YYYY = User input low address in hex

NNNN = Calculated checksum

? Prompt for next test selection

Troubleshooting Hints :

If terminal does not respond to the ROM CHKSUM select character ( 1 ) , check

minibus character receive logic U371 , U375 and input multiplexer

U351 ; see that minibus data received occurs and gets through the input

mux .

If terminal responds to ROM CHKSUM select character ( 1 ) by reprinting the

menu , check to see if receive data latches U341 and U355 are latching
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the proper data and are being enabled by the address decode logic .

When the program responds properly , input the following addresses :

H-DDDD

L-FCDD

This is the test PROM's checksum.

The checksum returned should be 89C9 .

Note that H-D00D is really H = FFFF. Remember that the last data byte

included in the checksum = H- 1 ; in this case popp- 1 = FFFF .

See appendix A for checksum information .
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TEST 2. RAM TEST

Purpose : This routine checks addressability and data retention in RAM .

Operation : The test consists of writing an incrementing pattern that
repeats on 255 byte boundaries . Once this pattern is written throughout
the specified section of memory , the test begins verifying in the following
manner . Beginning with the low address the contents are read and verified ,
followed immediately by a Write after Read that loads it with the proper
value for the next pass through . This process is repeated for cach address ,
looping back to L address when H - 1 is reached . This cycle is repeated
254 times making one pass .

Procedurc : Input the high and low address limits in the same manner as
in the ROM CHECKSUM section . Upon receiving the " CR " after the low
address testing begins .

The test will take approximately 14 seconds per 1K being tested . Completion
of test is signafied by the printing of an # . The test will repeat itself
until a reset command is issued . However , testing can be halted at any
time by depressing the break key ; the program will then wait until it is
released , picking up where it left off . This function is useful when
testing slow bit dropout .

Switch 1 may be used to insert a one second delay between each pass (depressed )
to the right ) . LED 2 will be lit if this mode is used and will blink
briefly each time another pass is made . In this mode , testing will take
approximately 5 minutes per 1K being tested .

Upon encountering an error , the program will attempt to print the hex
address where the failure occurred along with the data written to that
address and the data read back . The format is as follows :

Example: 40AB

Hex Address

2B

Data Written

in Hex

2A

Data Read

in Hex

The hardware timer interval may also be measured by hooking a scope probe
to the IRQ line on the processor while the LED is blinking ( delay mode ) .
The spacing between the very short low going pulses is the hardware timer
interval .

Note that this test cannot be run on the stack sections of memory
0400-047F . This is tested during terminal power up or reset .

Troubleshooting Hints : Input H -0180 and L = 0030 ( CHOS RAM ) . Depress
SWI right ; LED 2 should come on and flicker at brief intervals . Depress
the BREAK key ; LED 2 should go out and remain out while the break key is
depressed . If an error is encountered , replace the CMOS RAMS and test again .
If after replacing the CMOS RAMS an error is still detected , check CMOS
+5 regulator Q114 , address decode logic and power down detect circuitry.
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TEST 3. COMMUNICATION TEST ( OPTION 22)

Purpose: This test performs a series of checks that aid the user in

fault isolation on the modem driver board when running with option 22/23 .

Operation : The communications test routine performs the following

functions :

1.
Initialize the USART and baud rate generator .

Test all baud rates from 110 to 9600 , 134.5 inclusive .

3. Output all printing ASCII characters through the USART , and display

the characters received back by the USART , from the Self Test Adapter

(#013-0173-01 ) loopback.

4. Check the Modem Driver Control Latch and Status Input Buffer .

5. Check the USART command and status input .

2.

Install Self Test Adapter loopback (013-0173-01 ) ; connect cables from J110

and J51 on the processor board to J95 and 3396 on the modem driver board.

Procedure: Type in test select character 3. Terminal will respond with

-COMM TEST (Opt . 22 ) and begin testing immediately .

If an error is encountered at any time during the test , an error code

will be printed corresponding to the portion of the test in which the

error occurred , and LED 1 will blink at a 1 Hz rate . If an error is

indicated try resetting the terminal and running the test again before

checking for hardware problems .

Proper completion of the test is indicated if "NMI " appears following the

string of ASCII characters and is succeeded by the prompt for menu input (?) .

Troubleshooting Hints : Error Codes :

DOOD Indicates the program failed while testing the baud rate generator.

Problems may exist in the baud rate chip , its latches , the USART , its

buffers or the decoder circuitry .

0002 Indicates the Modem Control Signal Latch or the Status Input Buffer

have problems .

0003 Indicates that either SEC RTS#11 or SEC Data Carrier Detect is bad .

ppp4 Indicates that either SEC RTS #19 or SEC Data Carrier Detect is bad .

0005 Indicates that Carrier Detect or Request To Send is not working

correctly.

If for any reason you suspect error messages are not getting printed, the

NMI line into the processor may not be working properly . You should be

able to ground J51 pin 3 and have " NMI " printed on the terminal screen

(probably multiple times due to lead bounce) . If not , check continuity

to U311 pin #6 . If good ,If good , replace the 6800 and repeat test.

6
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TEST 4. CMOS TEST

Purpose : This test routine allows the user to check CMOS non- volatility.

Operation: This test involves writing and read verifying a data pattern.

through out CMOS memory. A verify only mode may be selected which is

useful in testing battery backup .

Procedure : Enter test select character ; terminal responds with :

-CMOS TEST

Following the asterick , enter two hex digits . These digits will determine

the 8 bit data pattern and its complement that are written through the

entire CMOS RAM , then read back for verification . Immediately follow the

hex digits with a W ( upper case ) and testing begins in a Write then Read

verify mode .

A successful test pass is indicated when the program returns with a "? " ,

prompting for test input .

If any errors are encountered during the verify , the bad locations are

displayed on the screen in the following manner . Four digits of hex

address followed by two digits of contents .

Example :

0020 = EF

address incorrect contents

To test battery backup , perform the test as described above . Upon

successful completion , turn terminal off a significant period of time .

To complete test , turn terminal back on ; select CMOS test ; enter same

two hex digits as previously used . Follow this with any character other

than W , and test will do a read verify on the data pattern previously
written . If errors are encountered they will be printed on the screen

as previously described .

Troubleshooting Hints : ( battery backup)

Enter CMOS TEST as directed above . Input 55W and allow test to complete

(successfully) . Turn off the terminal . Wait at least 1 second , turn

back on ; when screen is fully flooded , hold down BREAK key and press PAGE .

Select test #4 again and input 55R . If any errors are printed on the

screen , power down detect circuitry and/or CMOS supply ( Q114 ) are suspect .

IMPORTANT : Terminal should be OFF and J95 disconnected . Check battery

voltage by reversing battery connector . If reversed battery LED lights

up , there is sufficient charge to retain CMOS data . Continue checking

other associated circuitry . Be sure to restore battery connector to its
proper polarity ( LED off ) . Repeat test as necessary.



TEST 5. EXER TEST

Purpose : To test minibus and screen -controls . Also useful for displayadjustments .

Operation : This routine continuously outputs a box with diagonals in
refresh mode until break key is depressed . After depressing break key
operator may enter any character for repeated display on the screen(character will store on screen ) . Operator may alternate from key to
box or key to key by repeated use of the break key.

Procedure : Type in select character for EXER TEST . Terminal will respondby displaying box (write thru ) . Depress break key momentarily to end
box display . Terminal will now except either keyboard character for
continuous printing or control C to return to menu mode .

If you continue testing by entering keyboard character , break key terminatesthis function in one of two ways . If break key is held down for less than1/2 second , the test returns to box mode . However , if held for one second
or longer , terminal goes into wait for keyboard character mode , and testmay either be terminated or continued as previously described .

On terminals that do not have refresh capability a lower case p is displayedin addition to the box diagram .

1
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TEST 6.

Purpose : This tesi a lows the user . to

Operation : The functions which can be performed are:

location ; Examine next memory location ;

Change the contents of a memory location ;

begin executing .

The above functions give the troubleshooter great versatility in approaching

and isolating problems . The user may input his own diagnostic as well

as access existing routines ; the usefulness is obvious .

Procedure : Type in the MEM EXAM select character . Terminal will respond

with the following :

-MEM EXAM

#

examine and deposit memory contents .

Examine a memory

Examine previous memory location ;

Jump to a user input address and

After the "#" prompt , input the address you wish to access , followed by

the command character of the function to be performed . Note that both

the address and contents are in hex and consist of four and two digit

numbers respectively . All digits must be entered , leading zero's may not

be dropped .

If any incorrect numbers or commands are used , test will revert to address

input mode (# ) . If a mistake is made during data entry , RUBOUT will cause

the current address to be reprinted , after which any of the 5 select

Characters may be entered .

fo terminate test a AC (control C ) may be typed at any time .

1

Commands are listed below :

1 - Examine the contents of that address without incrementing the pointer .

LF Examine and increment the pointer .

Examine and decrement the pointer .

Deposit the two digit hex number following in memory and increment

the pointer .
G Go to the pointer location and start executing .

User Written Test Program Example :

START : JSR CHARIN*

32,1

1$ : PRINTC*

JE

LDA B

JSR

DEC B

BNE

JSR

JMP

1$: (=-6)

CRLF*

START

ADDRESS

0500 , 501 , 502

0503 , 504

0505 , 506 , 507

0508

0509 , 50A

050B , 50C , 500

050E , 50F , .510

9

DATA

BD 1369

C6 32

BD F895

SA

26 FA

BD F8BØ

7E 05 00

* These routines are utility routines contained in the Test :PROM.

A list of these routines and their corresponding addresses is included

ás án APPENDIX .



This program echos each character typed 50 times , followed by a CR LF .

To enter the code once you have written and hand- assembled it , first

select MEM EXAM test if you have not already . Input 0500 and begin

entering the code as follows :

#0500- BD"CR"

0501- F8"CR"

0502-69"CR"

0503-C6"CR"

0504-32" CR"

0505-BD"CR"

0506 and so on

When complete , execute program by typing :

#0500G

From this point on all characters typed will be echoed in the described

fashion .

Remember that there are two

To exit program , a reset must be performed .

ways to reset . A regular reset " shift page " , will perform a RAM test ,

However , a "shift , break , Page " does not perform

wiping out your program . However , a

the RAM test and will leave the program intact . To run program again ,

select MEM EXAM and input 0500G as done before .

The following is a list of programs that can be input in the previously

described fashion :

0600 % BD

0603 B7

0606

0609

U60C

060E

0611

0614

0617

061A

0610

0622

0624

0629

062A

062B

BD

BD

84

87

CE

BD

7E

F8B9

061A

F955

F960

7F

062A

061A

F8A9

0600

20 20

4F 55 54

20 20

494E

20

20

00

JSR CHARIN

STAA TEXT

JSR OUT40

JSR IN40

ANDA 7F , I

STAA 062A

LDX TEXT

JSR OUTSTR

JMP START

54 50 55 54

50 55 54

GET KEYBOARD CHAR

CHAR INTO STRING

In

TRANSMIT &

RECEIVE CHAR

STRIP OFF ASCII BIT

CHAR INTO STRING

PRINT STRING

REPEAT

CHARACTER

OUTPUT

INPUT

CHARACTER

NULL TO DELIMIT STRING

This program works with Option 40 and 41 only and performs the following

function . Each character typed on the keyboard is sent to the 1/0 port.

Here it must be either echoed back by local copy , or a Self Test Adapter

must be used . The terminal waits to receive the character back ; upon

receipt it prints both the character sent and the character received in

1



the following manner :

K OUTPUT INPUT K

If the input is not the same as the output check program to see that it

was loaded correctly before assuming you have hardware problems .

If a

It is important to have echo enable before typing any characters .

character is sent out without being echoed back , a hang situation will occur.

The only way to get out of it is to perform a reset (shift , break , page ) .

JSR CHARIN

CLI

STAA 0073

JMP 0700

F8B90700

0703

0704

0706

0710

0703

0706

0709

070B

0700

BD

OE

97

7E

The above program generates transmitter IRQ when any keyboard characters

are typed . Terminal will respond by printing IRQ . (Option 40 & 41 only)

0600

0603

0606

BD

BD

BD

97

OE

7E

73

0700

CE

BD

7E

F8B39

F955

F93F

71

0710

JSR CHARIN

JSR OUT40

JSR DELAY

STAA 0071

CLI

JMP 0710

FFC2

F8.49

0600

This program generates a receiver IRQ when any keyboard characters are

typed . Terminal will respond by printing IRQ . (Option 40 & 41 only)

Screen Display

WAIT FOR KEYSTROKE

CLEAR INTERRUPT MASK

ENABLE TRANSMITTER INTERRUPTS

REPEAT

LDX ' FFC2 '

JSR OUTSTR

JMP 0600

INPUT A CHAR

OUTPUT A CHARACTER

& WAIT

¦

ENABLE RECEIVER INTERRUPTS

CLEAR INTERRUPT MASK

REPEAT

DRAWS THE BOX

WITH DIAGONALS

REPEATEDLY .

As itThe above routine displays the box diagram used in the EXER test .

is , the usefulness of this routine is questionable . However , the ambitious

operator may be interested to know that at address FC9E in ROM ; the terminal

is put in write - thru , then graphics mode , followed by the necessary graphics

data to draw the box . It would be possible to jump to a address in RAM

where you have done the same thing with your own graphics data . By this

means you can display your own graphic designs .



TEST 7. COM TEST ( OPTION 40)

Purpose : To test the ability of Opt . 40 and the modem driver board to

transmit , receive and generate both transmitter and receiver interrupt

requests .

Operation : This test transmits to the receiver via the loop back connector .

Output and input data are then compared to verify that the receive data is

equal to the transmit data .

Procedure : Install Self Test Adapter (013-0173-01 ) loopback . Type test

select character ; testing begins immediately . A string of characters is

then transmitted , looped back , received and verified before being displayed

on the screen . The transmitter and receiver both generate an IRQ which

causes " IRQ " to be displayed twice . Following this , the test prompt " ?"

should appear , requesting next test selection .

If an error is detected in the compare between TX and RX data , a " ECHO

ERROR " is displayed .

Note that these tests can be duplicated using the sample programs listed

in MEM EXAM section .

1
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TEST 8. OPTION 5 TEST (GPIC )

Purpose : This test in the test fixture is a good go/no go test for theOption 5 but is not that useful in chip level troubleshooting . This is
something to keep in mind when using it as a tool .

Operation : The registers for the Option 5 are checked internally .reside at locations 60 , 61 , 62 , and 63. These are hexi - decimal locations .

They

Output and input drives are checked through the loopback connector .
test fixture also checks the interrupts generated by the interface to the

The

6800 processor . For a good description on the hardward of Option 5 theOPTION 5 INSTRUCTION MANUAL has one in section 6. There are 8 tests done
on the Option 5 by the test fixture . The tests are numbered from to 8
and test the following things :

00 : Checks for proper operation of the GPIB data input and output
registers .

01 :

02 :

03 :

04 :

05 :

06 :

Checks for the proper operation of the " err " status bit . Err is
true when NDAC * and NRFD* are both unasserted .

Checks the operation of the source handshake logic .

Checks the operation of the acceptor handshake logic . (This test
cannot test all of the acceptor logic . )
1

Checks the operation of the GPIB status input register at location.60 ( hex ) .

07 : This test checks the interrupt logic on the GPIB board .

08: This test gives the checksum of ROM's U431 , U441 , U445 , U461 , U465 ,and U475 . ** (SEE NOTE )

Checks the GPIB control and status input register at location.
63 (hex) .

Checks the GPIB control and status output reguster at location63 (hex ) .

1234

Procedure : The first thing that you need to test the Option 5 is a loopback connector for the GPIB . To do this , you need a male GPIB connectorP / N 131-0325-00 and about two feet of wire and your soldering gear . The
loopback connector is made by hooking the following signals together .

ΤΟ
PIN

13

14

15

16

SIGNAL

D101

D102

D103

D104

D105

D106

D107

D108

13

PIN

6

7

8

5

17

9

11

10

SIGNAL

DAV

NRFD

NDAC

EOI

REN

IFC

ATN

SRQ



To run the Option 5 test , install the loopback connector at the end of theGPIB cable and select the proper test when the terminal is asking for atest in menu mode . The loopback connector must be installed for the testto work properly . If the Option 5 is working properly , the followinginformation will be printed on the display .

?

1- ROM CHKSUM
2- RAM TEST

3- COMM TEST (OPT.22 )
4- CMOS TEST

5- EXER.

6 -MEM EXAM

7- COMM TEST (OPT.40 )
8-OPT.5 TEST

? -OPT.5 TEST

IRQ

IRQ

ROM CHECKSUMS :
U431 D7AC ** (SEE NOTE )
0441 4890

U445 B19D

U461 E40C

U465 24F7

U475 7390

The
Above is what will be displayed when the option is working properly .checksums above are for the version 2 firmware so that should be kept inmind if you have a different version .

** NOTE : There are several different versions of the test fixture in thefield . With the ones that have the Option 5 test , there is only one difference that will be noticeable . The checksum for U431 was calculated withan address of 1400 ( hex ) to 1800 ( hex ) in the older versions of the testfixture . The ROM actually has an address of 1000 ( hex ) to 1800 ( hex ) . Sothe older versions of the test fixture are only giving a checksum of halfthe ROM which is D7AC and the new ones will give a checksum of 938B for thewhole ROM .

To check the whole ROM , you can use the ROM CHKSUM test with a high addressof 1800 (hex ) and a low address of 1000 ( hex ) and compare the checksum tothe correct one . To tell if you have one of the newer test fixtures , usethe MEM EXAM test to look at location FE76 ( hex ) . If it is 14 , then youhave an older version that tests the ROM from 1400 ( hex ) to 1800 ( hex) .If it is 10 , then you have a newer version of the ROM and it checks itfrom 1000 ( hex ) to 1800 ( hex ) . To use the MEM EXAM test after it promptsyou , type in the address FE76 followed by a / then the contents of thatmemory location will be printed on the screen .

14
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APPENDIX A ROM CHECK SUMS

In the following tables are the check sums for the ROMS in Options

5 , 22 , 23 , 40 and 41. Remember to use the high address plus 1 for the

high address with the check sum test . Also it is possible to check the

ROMs in U1 and U15 ( 160-0013-XX , 160-0014- XX or 156-0892-XX and

156-0891 - XX ) by plugging them into another socket and using the address.

for that socket . For example , UlFor example , U1 160-0013-XX could be checked by

putting in U25 and using a low address of F000 and a high address of

F400 .

ROM CHECK SUM TABLE

OPTION 5 FIRMWARE

F/W P/N

160-0186-00/01 U101

160-0187-00/01 U121

160-0131-00 U441

160-0132-00

160-0133-00

160-0134-00

160-0135-00

160-0136-00

160-0186-02

160-0187-02

160-0131-01

160-0132-01

160-0133-01

160-0134-01

160-013-01

160-0136-01

Socket Check Sum

A043

2EAC

4B9C

U445 B19D

U461 240C

U465 24F7

U475 739C

U431 9388

156-0892-00

156-0891-00

156-0890-00

160-0070-00

160-0070-01

160-0070-02

160-0070-03

160-0070-04

156-0889-00

160-0343-00

160-0343-01

OPTION 22 & 23 FIRMWARE

U101

U121

U441

U445

U461

U465

U475

U431

1

U1

U15

U21

U21

U21

U21

U21

U21

U25

U25

U25

Option 40 F/W

160-0011-00/01 0401

160-0012-00/01 U421

160-0013-00/01 U1

160-0014-00/01 U15

160-0015-00/01 U21

160-0016-00/01 U25

BOCD

0341

41F0

7D46

4901

1407

5292

1476

3371

EDB1

5381

DAF4

DAF4

459C

459C

6087

165F

CEIF

CEIF

60AE

EB5F

97CA

37A4

F6B7

3A76

A-1

High Add +1 Low Add

C800 CO00

DOOO C800

2000 1800

2800 2000

3000 2800

3800 3000

4000 3800

1800 1000

C800

DOOO

2000

2800

3000

3800

4000

1800

0000

FC00

F800

F800

F800

F800

F800

F800

F400

F400

F400

E800

F000

0000

FC00

F800

F400

COOO

C800

1800

2000

2800

3000

3800

1000

FC00

F800

F400

F400

F400

F400

F400

F400

FOOO

F000

FOOO

E000

E800

FC00

F800

F400

FOOO

Version

NumberBoard

Memory V2.0

Memory V2.0

GPIB V2.0

V2.0

V2.0

V2.0

V2.0

GPIB

GPIB

GPIB

GPIB

GPIB V2.0

Memory V3.0

Memory V3.0

V3.0GPIB

GPIB V3.0

GPIB V3.0

GPIB V3.0

GPIB V3.0

GPIB V3.0

PROC V1.0/2.0/3.0/4.0

PROC V1.0/2.0/3.0/4.0

PROC

PROC

PROC

PROC

PROC

PROC

PROC V1.0 .

PROC

PROC

V1.0

Memory V1.0

Memory V1.0

PROC V1.0

PROC V1.0

PROC V1.0

PROC V1.0

2.0

-2.0

3.0

3.0

-4.0

2.0/3.0/4.0

-2.0/3.0/4.0
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ROM CHECK SUM TABLE

Option 40 F/W

F/W P/N

160-0010-02

160-0011-02

160-0012-02

160-0013-02

160-0014-02

160-0015-02

160-0016-02

160-0010-03

160-0011-03

160-0012-03

160-0013-03

160-0014-03

160-0015-03

160-0016-03

Socket

160-0162-00

160-0162-01

U321

U401

U421

U15

U21

U25

U321

U401

U421

U1

U15

U21

U25

Option 41 F/W

160-0010-00/01 U321

U301

U301

Check Sum

C16E

4E34

255B

1013

5480

A891

6BA3

6D1E

B71C

E452

E27D

1E1F

ED75

072F

E171

44BC

C337

High Add +1

E000

E800

FOOO

0000

FC00

F800

F400

E000

E800

FOOO

0000

FCOO

F800

F400

Check sum printed should equal A891 .

E000

D800

D800

A-2

Low Add

D800

E000

E800

FC00

F800

F400

F000

D800

E000

E800

FC00

F800

F400

FOOO

D800

DOOO

DOOO

EXAMPLE : To compute check sum for ROM P / N 160-0015-02 , enter :

H = F800

L = F400

Version

NumberBoard

Memory V2.0

Memory V2.0

Memory V2.0

PROC V2.0

V2.0

V2.0

PROC

PROC

PROC V2.0

Memory V3.0

Memory V3.0

Memory V3.0

V3.0

V3.0

*Note: The "High Address Plus 1 " column gives you the HEX number you input
as high address in the ROM test if you wish to get the checksum for
that particular ROM . (The number listed under " Check Sum " ) .

PROC

PROC

PROC V3.0

PROC V3.0

Remember , the high address entered is excluded from the check sum
calculation .

Memory V1.0

Memory V2.0

Memory V3.0



NAME

CHARIN

PRINTC

GRLF

HEXOUT

DIGOUT

ADROUT

OUTSTR

DELAY

1

OUT40

IN40

Useful subroutines contained in the Test PROM .contained in the Test PROM .

ADDRESS

F8B9

F89F

F8BØ

F8C7

F8D6

F8E1

F8A9

F93F

F955

APPENDIX B

F960

DESCRIPTION

Gets a character from the terminal

minibus . Returns value in accumulator

A , bit 8 cleared .

Print a character . Value passed in ACC A.

Outputs a CR LF to the terminal screen .

Output the contents of ACC B in two

digit hexadecimal format .

Output the contents of ACC A in one

digit hex format . Top four bits must

be Ø .

B-1

Outputs the value of the index register

in 4 digit hex format .

Output a text string beginning at the

current location of the index register ,

ending when a 00 is encountered . Then

inserts a line feed and carriage return .

Waits 1/2 second then returns .

Output to Opt . 40 COMM Port the contents

of ACCA .

Inputs from Opt . 40 COMM Port into ACCA

and inverts.

Address Space Available for User Programs :

0480 → 0800

0480 1000

If only U35 and U41 contain RAM chips

If all RAM chips are installed .



APPENDIX C PARTS LIST

P/N

156-0708-48

156-0708-47

013-0173-01

131-0325-00

Description

2708 Programmed PROM

2708 Programmed PROM

Loop-back Connector

Manual

Male GPIB Connector

C- 1

Quantity

1

1

1

1

1

1
1


